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HIRAX
Hydrogen Intensity and Real-time Analysis eXperiment

• Interferometric array up to 1024 6m dishes operating at 
400-800 MHz


• Scalable array built in stages: 2 (qualification), 8, 128, 256 
(funded) then expand to 1024 and operate full array for 
4 years


• SARAO Karoo site co-located with SKAO in South Africa 

• Dishes stationary and tiltable

• 15,000 deg2 Neutral Hydrogen survey with redshifts 

between 0.8 and 2.5
Crichton+ (2022)



Science Goals
• Measure baryon acoustic oscillations 

with 21cm intensity mapping: 
characterise dark energy 


• Cross-correlation with other 
cosmological surveys


• Radio transient searches, fast (FRBs) 
and slow 


• Pulsar searches: 15 uJy/scan - search 
in each of 10-20 beams, galactic 
centre searches


• Neutral hydrogen absorbers: up-res 
frequency in beam-formed data 
(FFTs on GPUs)


• Diffuse galactic polarization 

Credit: Jingchuan Yu 

Credit: NRAO 



Cosmology with HI IM

Credit: D Crichton 

Credit: D Crichton 



Site

• SARAO Karoo site co-located with SKAO 
• Existing infrastructure (roads, power, data) 
• Low levels of RFI - site protected 
• Access to southern skies !

!
Proposed!HIRAX!site!is!about!12!miles!east!of!the!SKA!processor!building.!!The!site!
is!on!the!main!paved!road!in!to!SKA!which!is!paralleled!by!the!~10KV!power!line.!
!
The!site!is!surrounded!by!slightly!higher!terrain.!
!
Light!brown!are!annual!flood!(standing!water)!areas.!!Olive!gets!flowing!water!
several!times!a!year.!!Dark!brown!is!higher!terrain.!

HIRAX

!
!
!
!
The!nearest!hotel,!and!food!store!is!over!an!hour!form!the!proposed!site.!
!
It!took!us!about!11!hours!driving!from!HartRao.!!!
!
Once!in!operation!we!should!stage!vehicles!on!site!and!fly!in!on!the!twin!engine!
charter!flight!from!capetown.!

HIRAX

RFI at HIRAX 



Design
• Goal of 1024 close-packed 6m dishes. Fibre-glass fabrication in South Africa by 

AFF, design from NRC (Canada). Partnership approved by NRF. 

• Cloverleaf dual-polarisation feed, RF over fibre 

• Operate between 400-800 MHz, 1024 channels 

• Channelizing on FPGA ICE boards 

• Correlation on GPUs



Instrument

(a)
(b)

Figure 4: (a) The first 6m prototype dish for HIRAX was assembled on a rooftop at Durban University of
Technology in Durban, SA. (b) We are investigating the possibility of amplifying directly on the antenna balun
to reduce system noise. This is a prototype with amplifier shown on the stem of the antenna. The amplification
circuitry is protected from feed-back and oscillations with a small metal cover.

also help us weather-proof the instrumentation at the focus. Various choke ring geometries are being simulated
to optimize gain, reduce spillover, and reduce polarization artifacts. Optimization also includes choke size: while
wider chokes are more e↵ective at reducing spillover, they also increase the blockage of the center of the dish
and reduce overall sensitivity.

2.2 Amplification

To achieve fast integrated mapping speeds, we are targeting a system noise of 50K. In addition to minimizing
losses in the optical chain as described above, this requires amplifying the signal either on or directly behind the
feed with low noise amplifiers (LNAs). The gain specification is set by the required input level to the ADC: the
averaged sky signal from all synchrotron emission is ⇠35K and we need to digitize that signal such that its level
on the input to the digitizer is -21 dBm across the 400MHz bandwidth. The total input power from the average
35K sky and 50K system temperature would be -93 dBm across the entire band, leading us to require ⇠70 dB of
total gain. As noted below, 50 dB of that gain must come before the Radio-Frequency over Fiber (RFoF) system
for the system noise to be dominated by the LNA noise figure. We are investigating two alternatives for the
amplification: including the amplification circuitry directly on the balun and backboard (a prototype of the feed
with the active balun is shown in Figure 4b), and placing amplifiers at the SMA-connectorized outputs of the
feeds. The primary benefit of amplifying directly on the feed is a reduction in system noise. Even with a low-loss
material for the balun, the loss is ⇠0.03 dB/inch, leading to an extra contribution of ⇠12K to the system noise
temperature, and so placing the LNA within the balun reduces the total noise temperature substantially. We
are currently planning to use an Avago MGA-16116 GaAs MMIC LNA because it meets our noise specification.
A 400-800MHz prototype LNA built with the device produced a gain of ⇠18 dB and a noise figure of ⇠0.4 dB
(28K) while significantly reducing the expense of circuit board parts.

Feed

design based on experiences in the field and with the vendor. Because it is a transit in-
strument, we do not need active control platforms.

Feeds: Each dish has a dual-polarization active-balun feed, which outputs two RF
polarization signals. The HIRAX feed is based on the highly successful cloverleaf feed
used for CHIME [12]. To reduce system noise and cost, we have begun to develop and
test amplifiers directly on the balun, to form an active balun feed (Figure 3b). The feed
also has a cylindrical reflector behind the cloverleaf antenna to reduce polarization squint
and spillover.

Radio Frequency over Fiber (RFoF): We will use optical fiber to carry signals from
the dishes to the correlator across the ⇠165 m⇥172 m HIRAX footprint. Fiber does not
have the steep frequency-dependent loss of coaxial cable. To use fiber, we must transmit
radio frequency signals across optical fiber links using RFoF modules developed for radio
telescopes. Each transmitter has 16 inputs and serves 8 dishes. Equal-length optical fibers,
buried in trenches, carry the analog signal to the digitizer hut, where the RFoF signal
is received, filtered, and amplified before being digitized and correlated. This system
has been developed, tested in the lab, and a prototype set was deployed and tested on
CHIME [24].

To preserve instrument sensitivity, we must have low loss in the feed and low spillover
to the ground (contributing less than 10K to the system noise). All designs must be cost
effective and easily scaled.

Figure 2: HIRAX system schematic. The primary focus of this proposal is the development of the
FPGA F-engine and the GPU X-engine.
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HIRAX System 
SchematicFigure 3: (a) ICE motherboard shown with two FMC daughterboards. Each input is sampled

with 8 bits at up to 1.25 GSPS. (b) Embedded LNA in a cloverleaf feed balun (c) ICE crate shown
populated with 16 ICEboards. This particular system is under test as part of the CHIME correlator.

C.2 Digitizer/ICEboards
The digitizer will be based on an ICE-System design [2]. Co-I Bandura was a lead member
of the ICE development team, has worked with it extensively for the CHIME experiment,
and is completely familiar with the end-to-end system. The overall system architecture
is comprised of 64 ICE-motherboards in four ICE-crates each with a full-mesh backplane.
Each motherboard has ADC daughter-boards, processing 16 analog inputs each for a to-
tal of 1024 inputs. The system is designed to flexibly scale up to 2048 inputs without
requiring additional networking hardware.

The digitizers are based around EV8AQ160 ADCs. Each sample 4 inputs at 8 bits at
800 MSPS and sample in the second Nyquist zone from 400-800 MHz. The ADCs are able
to provide a spur-free dynamic range of 52 dBc, and 7.5 effective bits.

Each ICE motherboard has 16 analog inputs (see Figure 3a). The digitized signal
is then channelized into 1024 frequencies using a poly-phase filter bank FFT from the
CASPER library 3.

The data is then processed through the ICE-system custom-backplane corner-turn net-
work [3], such that each motherboard has the information from 512 inputs for 32 fre-
quency channels. See Figure 4a for a schematic of the system, and Figure 3c for an assem-
bled single crate to be used in the CHIME correlator.

3https://casper.berkeley.edu
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Digital Correlator
HIRAX 256 X-engine: 
Dense GPU-based system

8 nodes (128 channels, 50 MHz bandwidth each)

Produce raw visibilities with integration ~10s

1.6 Tbps data processing

Kotekan software

Tested in lab and at Bleien observatory




Science Data Processing Unit
Science Data Processing (SDP) unit includes the systems required for the immediate post-
processing and compression, and the real-time analysis backends (FRB and pulsar) that will be 
operating on the beam-formed data for the 256 array



Collaboration and Funding

UPDATED PARTNER LOGO 2019

• UKZN and South African NRF flagship funding secured for site infrastructure and pathfinder 
array. SARAO providing site, power and data. 

• Swiss SNF funding secured for 512 channel X-engine (GPU correlator) and Science Data 
Processing system. McGill funding for F-engine up to 512 channels (ICE boards). 

• NRF strategic research equipment (SRE) funding secured to expand pathfinder array. 
• Sufficient budget to build up to 256 dishes. Recent funding from Simons Foundation.



Schedule

• Develop HIRAX Karoo Klerefontein testbed site by Q1 2023 

• Develop HIRAX Karoo Swartfontein main site by Q2 2023 

• Commission 2-element qualification dishes at Klerefontein site by Q2/3 2023: 
verify dish precision and measure telescope beams 

• Commission 8-element prototype at Swartfontein site by Q3/4 2023:               
verify RF performance and stability  

• Commission 128-element pathfinder array at Swartfontein site by Q1/2 2024:     
verify redundant calibration approach 

Upcoming:



Swiss HIRAX Contribution
Swiss contributions include: 

Design, Construction and testing of 
Digital correlator (X-engine) with Canada 

Design, Construction and testing of 
Science Data Processing Unit (ongoing) 

Beam calibration using Drone and 
Holography 

Tests at Bleien Observatory 

Science: sky and telescope simulations, 
analysis pipeline, systematics (Cf. Devin 
Crichton and Pascal Hitz’s talks)

Chang+ (2015) Hitz+ (2022)



Further information on HIRAX: 

https://hirax.ukzn.ac.za/


Crichton et al., 2022, Journal of Telescope, Instrument and 
Systems, 8(1), 011019, arXiv:2109.13755


